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"Boise State is actively patrolled by campus security officers, law enforcement offleers and parking services personnel," he
It's difficult to respond to the trage-said.
'''The Boise Police Department is
dy at Virginia Tech. Coping with a masphysically located on campus with a di,ssacre of this magnitude often causes
patch center that monitors alarms and
feelings of anger, confusion and grief.
then sends security and police officers
"It's impossible to make sense of such vlo- toincidents on campus."
lence and suffering," President George W.
Kustra also said that BSU plans to review
Bush said at a memorial service on April 17In its emergency policies, procedures and safeBlacksburg, Va, "it is a day ofsadriess for our
ty measures with campus security and each
entire nation."
.
college on campus.
Many students at Boise State University
Frank' Zang, director of comrnunica. may find themselves questioning their own tions and marketing at BSU, said, "In adsafety at home, work, or on campus.
dition to the Boise Police Department
"A
tragedy
of
this
.propor~ and campus security officers on cam~
tion on a college campus is almost
pus, it is important to note that Boise State
unthinkable and creates pause for the would have the full. support of the' Boise
rest of us who also jive, work and study
Police Department during an emergency
on a college campus. These events have
and we have mutual aid agreements with
certainly focused my awareness on how other agencies such as fire, sheriff, state
prepared our campus is," Boise State pollce and federal agencies."
University President Bob Kustra said in a
Zang admitted there is no guarantee
message to students.
that terrible .Incldents of this, nature, can
Kustra's
message
reminded
stube prevented in the future, but said" he
dents of. the many resources BSU has,
believes preparation is essential for the
which ensure the safety of its students
response of all forms of emergencies
<lndfaculty. .
campus.
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"You can never prepare for such a random and senseless act. However, proper
planning, training, commuuicariou and
responsecanminimizetheimpactandscope
of such tragedies," Zang said, "Th,!'!situation
at Virginia Tech reminds us that the entire
campus community has a responsibility in
enhancing a safe environment."
Zang said the safety on campus is u
.collective effort and encourages anyone to contact campus security if they
witness erratic behavior, which could result
in someone harming themselves or others .
The tragedy on April 16. claimed 33
lives and has been described as the
worst campus shooting in U.S. history.
So, where can we tum for peace?
"For those of you touched by this horrific
incident, the Boise State University counsel- '
Ing center is open and can provide services
to anyone in the campus community who is
in need," Kustra said.
Jim Nicholson, director .of the counsellng services at BSU, said finding a
w"riy to. cope" with tragedy is different
fpr each person.
. :.
r "It's normal to feel sad or angry," he said:
"Don't minimalize those feelings."
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····Pays to Care
Whcn yougive plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands \\~I\ benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.

Up to $200 compensation
for your first month.
NJI' [urtlier i.llfi)/'llIlltioll 0.11
hOli' ,rOil can Ilc/p p/{'IlSC call:

Biomat USA, Inc.
(208)338-0613

" There is not a 100 percent effective
method to keep this type of thing from
happening on any campus.
"

The Associated Students of
Boise State University Senate had a
full house 1\1esday.
Present in the Student Union
Building Forum were representatives from the Boise Police
Department;
Campus
Safety;
BissexualsGays,LesbiansandAllies
for Diversity; the Student Programs
Board; the Cultural
Center;
such an event.
The Arbiter and multiple religious
"There is not a 100 percentorganizations.
The crowd was assembled to effective method to keep this type
of thing from happening on any
express remorse and sympathy
campus," Everett said. "There
regarding
Monday's
tragic
are some processes that will need
events at Virginia Polytechnic
to be examined."
University. Senate Pro Tempore
The number of police on camCameron.
Wiemerslage
opened the meeting with a pus has been temporarily doubled
and the Department of Public
moment
of silence for the
Safety hopes to hire additional
33 people whose lives were taken
security officers.
during the shooting.
The first senate bill of the
·We would like to extend our
sincere condolences," ASBSUVice term was written with Monday's
violence in mind.
President Mark Getecha said,
A
bill
was
speaking on behalf of ASBSU
by Sen. Kayleigh
President
Amy Ortmann.
"I introduced
ask that we come together as if Jack and Sen. Chadwick Davis
that proposed a candlelight vigwe ourselves had experienced
il, but was withdrawn because
such a tragedy."
. Ortmann was already organizing
a similar event.
Picking up the pieces
A large portion of Tuesday's
Senate Itesolution 1-07
meeting was dedicated to hearIt seems fitting that the first
ing Senate guests on the subject
piece of legislation passed this
.of the Virginia Tech incident.
term be a statement on upholding
Student Woody Howard, speakvalues here on campus.
. ing on behalf of BGLAD,urged the
.Senate Resolution Number One,
Senate to support an open forum
sponsored by the entire Senate,
discussion on the topic.
supports the "Statement of Shared
Theforumwouldbe\oaddressthe
Values" presented last Thursday.
types of tension and discomfort
The "Statement" itself will serve
that are felt by faculty and staff
as an introduction to the code of
here on campus.
conduct.
"I urge all students to contact
It cites values such as fairness
ASBSUand show your support for
and respect as being "the foundathis proposal and your willingness
tion for a civil and nurturing envito participate in such an event,"
ronment" on campus.
Howard said.
"I think it will give our students
Jared Everett, executive direca sense of not only striving for actor of public safety, was in. the
gallery to answer questions on ademic success, but of building
Boise State's preparedness
for character," Sen. Nicole Ridgeway

- Jared Everett,
executive director
of public safety

said.
The resolution was sent directly
from first reading to third reading,
where it was passed unanimously
by the Senate.
.
The
"Statement
of Shared Values" will soon be a
part of all handbooks, catalogues
and orientations on the Boise
State campus.
A resolution is a way for the
Senate to support or condone an
action or event that occurred on
campus. There is no financial impact when a resolution is passed.

Committee appointments
Sen. Wiemerslage --announced
that he selected Sen. Jessica Martin
for Assistant Pro Tempore.
He also gave his suggestions for the chair of each of the
Senate committees. All of Sen.
Wiemerslage's recommendations
had to be Confirmed and agreed to
by the Senate .
The resulting
appointments
are as follows: Ways and Means
Chair Mariah Fowler; Budget and
Finance Cdhair Evan Meriwether;
Appointment
. and
Review
Chair Terry Hurless; University
Relations Chair Caley Christian
and
Student
Affairs
Chair
NIColeRidgeway.
After first reading of a piece of
legislation, the bill or resolution is
typically moved to a committee for
further consideration.
It will be the job of these newly-selected chairs to head their
committee
and report
their
findings to the Senate.
.
"
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Technology helps students pay attention

Dow Jones Industrial
Average

12,803.84 (+ 30.80)
Nasdaq Composite

BY LUCINDA SUTHERLAND

2,510.50 (- 6.45)

BlzTech Writer
.

sap soo
1,472.50 (+ 1.02)
10 Year Bond

,

4.654% (- 0.034)

LOCAL
Albertson's

(ABSNU.PK)

25.125 (0.00)
Bank of America

(BAC)

51.82 (+ 0.52)
Micron Technology

(MU)

11.10 (+ 0.15)
Hewlett

Packard (HPQ)

40.98 (- 0.23)
Washington

Mutual (WM)

42.17 (+ 2.04)
Qwest Communications.(Q)

8.90 (+ 0.08)

TECHNOLOGY
Apple Computer,
(AAPL)

Inc.

90040 (+ 0.05)
Google Inc. (GOOG)

476.01 (+ 3.21)
Microsoft
(MSFT)

Corporation

28.60 (- 0.25)
Motorola

Inc. {MOT)

18.22 (+ 0.27)
Yahoo! Inc. (VHOO)

28.31 (- 3.78)

FUN

---------------------------a Fitch

Abercrombie

(AN F)

80.91 (- 0.38)

"

K

Halliburton

(HAL)

32.36 (- 0.22)
Harley Davidson

(HOG)

61.26 (- 0.56)
Wal-Mart

(WMT)

47.97(- 0.20)

What is it going to take to get
you to pay attention and get things
done on time?
A few basic tools can go a long
way to helping you get organized whether or not you've been
diagnosed with one ofthe forms of
Attention Deficit Disorder.
Calendars
and alarms
or
timers are where most of us start,
but what kind will work for you?
Can you set an alarm to remind
you to write a paper or contact
your adviser?
A hand held computer or PDA
can work as an alarm that reminds
you why you set it.
Audrey Malone, 20, a sophomore communications major at
Boise State uses the Palm Pilot
Zire 72S.
'''My Palm Pilot has a calendar with an alarm function that
I use to keep on track. It comes
with voice memo recording, MP3
player, picture taking, video taking and word processing. I can
beam notes, memos and programs to other Palm Pilots. It
also has Bluetooth," Malone said,
"but I don't have anything else
that's Bluetooth compatible, so
I don't use it:'
Malone's Palm Pilot makes it
possible for her to color-code
her schedule, a technique which
is highly recommended by BSU
Professor of Special Education
Jack Hourcade.
"The
basic
principle
in
identifying and implementing
assistive technology is to first
consider the unique challenges associated with that specific
disability.
For people
with
ADHD, those challenges primarily revolve around such Issues as
organization and attending to
critical
ideas
and
details,"
Hourcade explained.
"AT that would be most
useful in helping with these kinds
of tasks would probably target
those kinds of needs, schedules
and/or day planners showing
what is supposed to happen at
different times during the day.

,
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Audrey Malone, a communications major at Boise State, uses her PDA to stay connected and focused.
Palm Pilots are also useful,
as are spelling and grammar
checkers on computers:'
Hourcade went on to describe
other AT he has recommended
since he began working with
people with disabilities in the
mid-I970s.
"Ear muffs, ear plugs or noisecanceling headphones are good
tools for those individuals easily distracted by sounds. Software
such as 'Inspiration' is used for
outlining and organizing ideas
to be written up or presented,"
Hourcade said.
"Watch Minder is an AT watch

used by individuals who need
reminders and training for selfmonitoring behaviors, medications and staying focused on
chores or schoolwork.
.
The watch vibrates and will
scroll a message to keep the user
on track.
The
messages
have
to
be
selected
from
those
pre-programmed into the watch
and can' be scheduled to activate the alarm every IS minutes,"
Hourcade said.
The value of a vibrating alarm
Is obvious to many, whose watches or timers get crammed into

purses or pockets where the
buttons get pushed and alarms
going off when they aren't supposed to.
For those who struggle with
remembering
to turn alarms
off, this may not be an ideal
option.
While a PDA is on many wish
lists, ear alarms are an inexpensive
option often liked because they are
small, designed to be fairly quiet
and are easy to set and stop.
Ear-fitted timers and alarms
.range in price from the W.R.
Rayson alarm, which sells for
$4.99 at Sally Beauty Supply, to the

spoon-shaped Earlarm designed
in Korea and selling online
for $14.99.
"Check things out and use what
works for you," Brad Levitt, an
area psychologist who evaluates
suspected ADD/ADHD students
and adults, said.
"A cell phone and camera that
can be used for reading e-mail
and scheduling your day is..gr~at
for manypeople. But some otwy
clients have trouble keeping track
of their possessions. For them I
advise a separate phone and PDA
so if they lose one tool they haven't
lost everything: Levitt said.

CURRENCY

Boom,ing industries
for BSU students

USD to Euro (EUR)

BY NATHAN

Walt Disney (DIS)

Fiesta Bowl will live forever online

34.92 (- 0.23)

---------------------------0.7347
USD to Peso (MXN)

As the Boise area continues to
grow, so do the number of available
jobs. The fastest growth jobs tend to
be concentrated into particular industries.
.
According to Richard Rapp,
the Boise State University Career
Center Student Affairs Director, the
fastest growing fields in the Boise
area are in health care, accounting,
management (especially retail),
financial services, and teaching
math, science, special education
and foreign languages. These fields
tend to be in demand on a national
basis as well.
Rapp said about 75 percent of
Boise State graduates stay in Boise
and 80 percent stay in Idaho. Many
students tell Rapp that they must
stay in Boise because of commitments. There are those who want
to take care of their aging parents,
those who own homes, and those
who need to stay with their spouse.
Fortunately, there are plenty of 10cal careers for students.
The current job market Is much
better. than it was five years ago.

10.9885
USD to Yen (JPV)

118.6350
Gold

689.00
Sliver

13.96
Numbers
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come into the Career Center with
unrealistic expectations about potential jobs. He says that some of
the most misunderstood jobs today include crime scene investigation and public relations. Television
shows, such as C.S.!., have often
sparked interest in a particular
field. "It seems like every few years
we have a popular series that will
attract people," says Rapp.
Most students come to the
Career Center for career counseling, followed by resume critiques
and mock interviews. The mock
Interviews, which can be taped,
are directed with the student's desired career in mind. In addition,
hundreds of actual interviews are
scheduled with employers in the
Career Center's rooms. Students
also use the online services. At any
given time, 4,000 students are registered to Broncolobs.
Most BSU students already find
themselves balancing Vl!lIk~at\.d
school. Typical BSU students are
working 25 to 30 hours a -week.
Many are married with kids. Some
do not adequately begin a professional job hunt until after graduation. "They're so busy by. their

BY NAT HAN TH 0 MAS

via 'Camcorders. Fans created short
on "ABC World Reports" and There has, however, been some re- senior year that they have a hard
montage videos set to rock music.
"Good Morning America: Both cent slowdown in fields such as the time givlng time to job hunt,' says
There are clips before and after interviews are on YouTube.
'high tech industry.
Rapp. He said that some students
The Fiesta Bowl footage isn't like- the game. Post-game interviews
Not all of the videos favor Boise
"We're blessed that the Boise are disillusioned by the difficulty
Iy to be going away anytime soon. and the Boise tribute parade are
State. One video is titled "Boise economyis so diverse,· says Rapp. of obtaining a professional job. He
.In addition to the top-selling DVDs, also on the list.
State's Fluke Win at the Fiesta "This year we. are actually getting
encourages students to visit the cahighlights from the game are onThe most-watched, clip is the
Bowl," A user with the name more complaints from employers reer center early in the~r academic
line. Internet users to YouTube. marriage proposal between Boise "Kansasooner" posts it.
that' they are not getting enough
career.
com, a popular video sharing Web State University running pack Ian
The. video plays Boise state appllcants," He adds that BSU has
He encourages. students. to be
site. have submitted dozens of Johnson and Chrissy Popadics. The highlights, which were' set to Internships that go unfilled. As the well rounded and to take advantage
Fiesta Bowlvideo clips.
fans love it. The proposal has been
circus music, with the word 'fluke"
Career Center Student Affairs dl- of internships: "I recommend they
AYouTubesearch for the keyword viewed at least 160,000times. Clips flashing on the screen after eli- rector; Rapp keeps watch on the not over specialize so that they can
"Boise" results in various Fiesta
such as these have prompted
ery play, The clip provoked angry
fielils that studenfs are going into. respond to changes ltl.the job marBowl video clips. Seven of the top 'many responses,
feedback and debate from many He says that some of the most pop- ket when they do graduate. Having
ten most watched "Boise" clips are
"This game had !tall,
even
Boise State fans. .
ular industries that BSUgraduates
a minor, asecondJllajoro~~tleast
'
about the famous game,
a proposal; Man, Hollywood
"I don't think 43 points isa
are going intoinciude high tech in- a strong second empha~wQll1dbe
Thlidips
cover all, sorts
COUldn'tmakeup abetter .~tory:
'fluke.'Your team 10st.Getoverit.Ifdustries.
management and social a smarrthlngto do.
~g'ab;
of different perspectives. There
oneuserwrote. '. ....,
.....
you wanttlltalkabouta'flUke'ta11C.services:IntheTreasureVaIley
•. internshipis~rieri~~!>#J~ingstllat:?·;·'
are videos that are taken directly, ',J0hns()n~n~otherplayers
about theUT lOSstO:lClulsas$tat.e Jl1creAAeci ~~
gI1Jwth lsllkely to~ '\YiUhelpnw!l:for$'~'t
..
JroJ;l1, .!!l~.,pr()~es,s!OI1.~_
!~J:v.!s!?~_ made "
nationwl~e:
,press.
(the-enly~sonyouwere~aBCSl'!elrih,~~/~tal1,ho~PitaI!ty"~\l~~ua!!ll9'
' '
broadcast. There a~ 8180 VIdeos :-mtemt;WS--fiatiirmg"7 -Jonnson -'- gitn~);-GrOW11P.'¥oifrost iI~,SeJ;Tii~z;:,,·J
~ " <.1': ., ~ =. '.-;for tlut~er
PliI
takenfromthecrOwdsperspective
..= and fiancee Popad,ics appeared ·oventtoneBSO.mnwrote.,;:,
,-. ,"')' Ra~.~oteS,tliatsome
students
aswe ~.'
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The Talkin'Broncos want Mostback
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BY SHANNON

,/

MORGAN

Opinion Writer

~The way we see it ...
"•
1 Stop the violence
~, before it's too late
. It is interesting, that, following our last
.,,-"

editorial we should find the very violence we
addressed acted out in spades ..
Monday, a lone gunman unleashed a
, series of sadistic violent acts on the
:; Virginia Tech campus.
" In
two
separate
situations,
he
~ gunned
down 32 people and then
" killed himself, bringing the complete death
'; toll to 33.
.
"~ Obviously, this singular act of violence
~: has shaken the nation. Stories of the shooting are all over the news media and round" the-clock updates concerning Virginia Tech
~ are happening on the radio throughout
:: the day.
In a classic media move, all of the
"talking heads" are trying to find reasons
for this shooting. They ask how' we can
." stop this. and what the risk factors are.
Specialists attempt to get inside the head
of a mass murderer.
This board wonders why. they focus so
" much on the killer, and not the people
around him.
What is it about our societies all over the
~ world that would allow for such a violent

In my reasoned discourse class, professor Marty Most taught me a person.has to know where they stand on
the epistemological continuum. Then
he jokingly added if you say that. at
Thanksgiving dinner, you'll really impress your friends and family.
That wasn't the only thing he taught
me. In fact, I enjoyed his class so immensely I asked what others he taught
because I was determined to learn as
much as I could from the man. I knew
being educated by professors like Most
would make my diploma from Boise
State worth every cent I'll slave over to
pay for it.
Besides teaching reasoned discourse, Most (or Coach, as his students
call him) is also the director offorensics
and he coaches the Talkin' Broncos forensics and debate team. After checking to ensure my GPAwas above a 3.0.
which is the standard for the team, I interviewed to see in had the right stuffto
be a member of the team.
To become a member is an honor. Founded in 1937 by former BSU
President Eugene Chaffee, who pre-

sided over the program in its first year,
the Talkin' Broncos are members of
the Pi Kappa Delta National Forensic
Honorary Society and have enjoyed a
rich history of academic excellence at
Boise State.
In my first debate round at my first
tournament I completely froze up and
bombed miserably. Afterward I freaked
out,locked myself in the bathroom and
swore I would never debate again. After
composing myself, I went to give Most
the bad news.
He looked at me and said, "Why are
you psyching yourself out? Those are"
just a bunch of kids in there. You're an
intelligent, determined mother of two.
Are you really going to let them intimidate you? Shannon, no one can take
this win from you but you:
Mydebate partner Sean Watson and I
went on to take third place in the novice
division and I took second in the same
division for a speech I did on the HlV/
AIDS pandemic, all because of Most's
coaching.
If you're on his team, there's not one
shred of doubt in your mind that you're
the best. Youknow you are because you
have the best coaches in the country,
you study, you get good grades, you

practice, you work hard, you're dedicated and you're prepared.
Most teaches us that we win because
while others are out 'goofing off, we're
practicing our speeches and soaking
up every bit of information we can to
make us effective debaters. We study
the strengths and weaknesses of our
competitors and honor 'the hard work
of our teammates and our university,
with every competition we win. BSUis
all too happy to brag about the debate
team in its marketing campaign.
Unfortunately, Most is stepping
down from his position as the director of forensics, in part because funding has become so inadequate for the
Talkin' Broncos' travel and scholarship
budget. At the rate we're going, we'll
not be able to compete at the national,
and possibly regional level in the near
future. This is like not letting the football team play enough games to go to
the Fiesta Bowl.
Imagine what life would be like at
BSUhad tfie Broncos not been able to
venture beyond the blue.
As sad as I am for those of us on the
team, the greater injustice goes to those
of you who join after he's gone. When I
. graduate from this school, my diploma

will be worth more because I was his
student.
If BSU truly wants to become a
Metropolitan Research University of
Distinction, it better start supporting the students, faculty and academic programs that will take it there.
. I know the forensics team is not alone
in its plight.
We can't afford to lose people like
Marty Most (who was recognized by
Pi Kappa Delta National Honor Society
for his outstanding contributions to forensics) who couldn't tolerate the fact
that most of his students are unable
to buy their books with the scholarships available to them (it you're lucky
enough to get one) and that Provost
Sona Andrews will effectively keep us
from going beyond the blue with her
refusal to give the team a permanent
funding increase, which both the outgoing ASBSU Senate supported, and
86 percent of our readers who took The
Arbiter online poll agreed we should
have received.
It's time for the adminIstration of
Boise State to put its money where its
slogans are. The Talkin' Broncos need
permanent funding and we want our
coach back.
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~ person to exist?
~

r

place
We automatically
want
to
blame on someone or on the institution. Yet, we never consider that
blaming is part ofthe problem.
Recently, just in our community, we are
dealing with a double murder investigation
and sadistic acts.
Why do we respond to violence with more
violence and statements of hatred?
Should we not. rise above vindictiveness and stop violence, not the just the
violent person?
Do not look to others for the answers,
be pragmatic and combat this recent
string of violent deeds through your own
ideology of peace.
You will never know what that person you
held the door for, or helped change a tire
for, or bought a cup of coffee for is capable
of. Perhaps all we need to understand at our
worst moments is how beautiful the world
is and the people who inhabit the world can
still be beautiful as well.
.
A member of this board's apartment recently burned in a fire, taking most of his
belongings with it. This occurred around
the same time he found out his aunt was diagnosed with terminal breast cancer. As he
stood, watching the flames consume his life,
a conversation he'd recently had with his
aunt came to mind.
In the end you can only be human, she told
him. You can only dq those things you're capable of, so treat the time you have to love
whatever it is you can and to do what you
can for others and for yourself.
Remember BSU, the world is a big place
full of wonder, violence and sadness.
Which will you choose?
The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of
The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board are Drew
Mayes, ,editor-in-chief; Troy Sawyer, business manager;
Heather English, production manager; Dustin Lapray, managing editor; Barry Franklin, opinion editor; Harsh Mantri,
online editor and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.
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Idaho, love it 'or leave it: do not Californicate us
BY CLAUDIO

Opinion Writer
Of late I have seen a spate of Idaho
versus California feelings in the local media, I' thought this argument
had died years ago but since it has
resurfaced I have decided to weigh in
on the side of logic.
California bashing is nothing new in
the Gem State, nor is hick bashing by
our more urban emigres from Dallas,
Houston, Los Angeles, etc.
Logic dictates that both sides in
this argument receive their fair share
of criticism with the lions share
going to wealthy
Californians
who more than any other group of
emigres have upset the natural
balance in Idaho.
In this piece I am commenting
largely on comments from the blog
site "Are Californians The Root Of
Idaho's Evils."
I bet this sentiment sounds strange
coming from an expatriate Californian,
but something strange came over
me as I crossed that Idaho border on
July71974.
My family and I made this move
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not have to be recreated in the image of
a competitive rat race that characterizes the state of affairs in California.
TheoveruseofthecarinCaliforniahas
resulted in much waste, urban sprawl
which threatens both human and
natural habitat resulting in a high
cost of living which also encourages
criminal activity.
Personally, I would shuck my fourwheeled beast in a second in favor of
decent public transportation
Those who wish to come to Idaho,
please do because you have positive contributions to make, not to
speculate on real estate or participate
in economic gambles.
By utilizing the tradition
of
progressive institutions, which were
developed in your respective home
states to counter social issues related
to economic development, you could
make a positive contribution to our
great state.
So leave your gated communities,
your freeways, and urban sprawl behind and enjoy Idaho for what it has
to offer not what you think it could
be and to those wealthier emigres do
pay your taxes.

-guest opinions and letters to the editor may columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be sent via e-mail toletters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu- be controversial, but they do not represent
racy of statements made in letters to the the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ- , any organization the author may be 'affiliated with unless it is labeled as such.
ers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
WRITERS

. EDITORS

Long Horn State, the Silver State and
the Land of Enchantment to name a
few. I can not even place all the blame
on this foreign invasion as the root of
all evil in this state as there have been
internal factors which have influenced
our social issues as well.
Certain greedy Idahoans who
waited until property values trip1ed before selling out some of the
responsibility
for the resulting
inflation in the cost of living.
.
Business minded state administrators failed to collect sufficient tax
monies to fund needed infrastructure improvements, thus passing the .
burden onto home owners and renters also contributed to the resulting rise in the cost of living we experienced since the 1980s. And a car
dependant public that failed to heed
ex Boise Councilman Iosia Mapp's call
for light rail which I believe could save
this valley from total car chaos is also
responsible.
Please not get me wrong, I have
nothing personal against Californians
except that when they cross the border they should be prepared to adopt a
more cooperative mindset, Idaho does
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from the Bay Area to escape the smog
and crowded freeways. As we paused
on an overlook off of Highway 95, the
.vista of the then relatively unspoiled
Treasure Valley spread before us, a
welcome sight for our smog sore eyes.
Clean air, un-crowded highways,
and friendly neighbors, I felt we were
returning home. Both my mother and
grandmother were born in this state
but I had not visited Idaho since 1947.
My memories were of a hospitable, rural environment, but almost
immediately upon our arrival we
chucked our California plates for fear
of incurring the wrath of a citizenry
already
inflamed
by previous
incursions from the Golden State.
Fast forward 33 years, 1-84is crowded, drivers tailgate at 75 miles per
hour, the cost of living has soared out
of reason, and it is virtually impossible for ordinary working Idahoans to
purchase a home in this state since my
more wealthy fellow Californians have
discovered Idaho.
It is, however, unfair to place 100
percent of the blame on refugees from
the Golden State for we have also
received wealthy settlers from the

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
.
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The make-believe
modern world
BY SHEREE WHITELEY
'Culture

Columnist

One thing that I've always loved
about fashion is its sense of fantasy.
There are few things that I enjoy more than getting dressed,
because clothes allow you to be
whomever you please at any time.
Example: in tenth grade I went to a
Good Charlotte concert with a few
friends.
The crowd consisted of99percent
punk-rocker (or faux punk-rocker)
high-school aged adolescents. I
was the farthest thing from a punk
rocker, but I had one pair ofVolcom
Stone pants and a studded belt, and
for the night I blended in.
Clothes allow us to enjoy the
Halloween experience of being
someone else every day.
Earlier this week I went to an
open house at a country club, and
you can bet that I had pearl earrings
and a cashmere cardigan on.
But this ability to transform into
whatever stereotypical being we
desire at the time presents an interesting conundrum: if we're always
pretending, how do we know who
we really are?
Moder-nculture allows us to fake
a great many things: tanning salons
can make us look like we've been
in the sun for the last week, shoes
and clothes can make us taller and
slimmer and (for the right amount
of money) a plastic surgeon can
completely re-arrange our faces
and suck the fat from out bodies.
We can be as fake as we want to be.
Ifwe decide that reality is too tough
and we can't come to grips with
who we are, we can at least fake an
exterior image.
Is this escape from reality healthy
or harmful? Where is the line between enjoying a stint outside our
sometimes grueling everyday world
and being a fake?
Yes, it's fun to wear something
out of the ordinary or go to a place
that you wouldn't normally go.
It's healthy to try new things, and
it's the variety of experiences that
shape our personalities and lives.
It's when we lose sight ofwho we really are that things get scary.
When we decide that we're not
comfortable without our facade,
our faux identity, we lose the very
thing that grounds us.
There's nothing wrong with
wanting to look your best. There's
nothing wrong with going ultrapreppy or gothic punk rocker for a
night, or playing with your "look."
But I've seen far too many over-tan,
over-bleached girls that can't seem
to face reality.
Hell, they can't even face their
makeup-less faces .:
To make matters worse, they
can't even generate a genuine conversation, and refer to everyone as
"hun," "babe," or "sweetie." Youjust
met me - I'm not your sweetie. Get
real and quit faking.
Ultimately, everyone fakes something in the course oftheir lives. My
personal favorite is longer eyelashes (I have an insatiable love for falsies and gobs of eyelash glue).
There are the pretend friendly
hellos to people you went to high
school with but never really liked,
the smile at your boss behind when
you're devising a plan to slash his
tires without getting caught and
the "no, it was totally not your fault"
that you tell your friend after a big
fight with his/her significant other. Little white lies get us through
things in life.
But we can't hide behind the
things that we fake, and truth and
honesty are what generate real human relationships - with others
and with ourselves.
One thing that I've always
believed and seems to become more
relevant as I get older is that before
you can fully appreciate someone
else, you have to be comfortable
lt
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It's OK to escape, but ultimately
. you have to come back and be real
in the real world.
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BY STEVE

AHLBORN

Culture Writer

The second ",annual Diversity
Day Defined event is set for April
20, 2007 from IO a.m. to 5 p.m. on
the intramural field and Student
Union Building patio.
Diversity Day Defined has
changed its name to D3 Fest,
but still has the same intent.
This event was formed by a
group of students three years
ago who wanted the diversity
requirement to pass. They called
the day Diversity Day Defined and
garnered much support. An initiative was passed and the diversity
requirement became part of Boise
State's requirements.
After rallying around the bill,
the students (who were all
involved
with
organizations
such as the Cultural Center and
Women's Center) asked that D3
not be forgotten.
.
Last year, a different group of
students wanted to send a message
to the Boise State campus about
inclusion and took it upon themsehn~~.to program an entire day
dedicated to diversity, acceptance

and inclusion.
Kate Neal, program
assistant for the Cultural Center,
said, "Originally, they wanted to
call it Dia de Diversidad (Day of
Diversity) and that is when we
remembered the D3 student's plea
to not let us forget the D3 name."
Several Boise State organizations have teamed up to carryon
the tradition and values of D3.
Those organizations
include
the Associated Students of Boise
State University, the Cultural
Center, the Women's Center and
Student Activities.
As a statement of diversity, every
vendor, musician, volunteer and
student organization must agree
to sign their name to the following pledge or they cannot be a part
of the event:
"I pledge to commit myself to
raising awareness and under. standing about· differences such
as: gender, sexual orientation, .
identity, age, class, race, culture,
ability, nationality, religion and
ethnicity."
In other words, D3 has been
set up to" celebrate diversity by
bringing' people together for a

day of music, food, shopping, celebrating and having fun. The
D3 MySpace page from last year
reads, "The celebration is meant
to be a day where students, faculty and the community can
educate each other and celebrate
their uniqueness.
The event will feature guest
speakers, musicians, informational tables and food."
The theme is the same this year
as it was last year, but the plan is
to make it bigger and better with
more involvement from the community, faculty, staff and students.
The D3 committee is anticipating more than 1,000 people will
attend the event throughout the
day. For more information about
the event please visit culturalcenter.boisestate.edu and click on the
calendar link for April 2007.
To find out how vendors, musicians, volunteers or student
organizations can be involved,
please contact Kate Neal at 4261449or Steve Ahlborn at 426-1242.
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Halle Berry's Academy Award
has.made all the difference
BY STEVEN

REA

The Philadelphia Inquirer
There's a big, bold demarcation
line running through Halle Berry's
life: before Oscar and after Oscar.
"There was a time, before Oscar,
when I .could not have even got
in the room with certain directors," says the actress, who won her
Academy Award in 2002, for the
Southern-fried "Monster's Ball,"
in which she played a Death Row
inmate's wife who falls into an affair with the prison guard Billy Bob
Thornton who executed him.
Now, Berry can get In the room,
and more often than not leave with
the part. In "Perfect Stranger," a
dark, tricky thriller, which opened
last Friday, she gets her name above,
the title (with, Bruce Willis), as a
tabloid reporter looking to expose
an advertising tycoon's adulterous, and quite possibly murderous,
ways.
She followed the very-Hollywood'
"Perfect Stranger" with the veryindie "Things We Lost in the Fire"
an Intense character study slated
for late-year release and costarring
Benicia Del Taro. The project hails
from Susanne Bier, the Danish director nominated this year for an
Oscar for "After the Wedding." The
actress is a passionate fan of Bier's
emotionally raw "Brothers" and
"Open Hearts." The Berry collaboration marks Bier's English-languagedebut.
"I fought really hard to be in that
movie and work with her," says
Berry, dressed in trim pinstripes,
holding forth at the Four Seasons
Hotel recently. "I was determined
have that experience, and it was
everything I thought it would be."
It wasn't that Berry was hurting
for work back in those pre-Oscar
days. The first "X-Men," In which
she's suited up as the meteorologically powered mutant Storm,
had come out: Warren Beatty had
cast her in his' brash political satire, "Dulworth;" and Berry gained
gobs of notice and a hefty bonus for
flashing her breasts In the crime caper "Swordfish."
But theone-time Miss USA and
Miss World contestant, a striking
worvan of African American and
English heritage (her father's black,
her mother's white), was, like so
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many Hollywood beauties, not really taken .serlously.
.
"Ihe great thing the Oscar does
for me is it allows me the right to
be in the room and have a meeting and make my case," says Berry,
who keeps homes in New York and
Malibu and continues her gig as a
Revlon spokesstar, "Aslong as I can
do that, then I feel like allis good In
the world. Because the filmmaker
absolutely has the right to say, 'No,
Halle Is all wrong.' But knowing
that I have a shot.at it, it's all that I
ever asked for. And I get that these
days."
James Foley, who directed Berry
in the erotically charged, heavily
promoted "Perfect Stranger," points
to "Monster's Ball," too.
"That was the first time she was
given the opportunity to use what I
think is still an underrated talent,"
says the director, whose credits include "AtClose Range," "After Dark
My Sweet" and "Glengarry Glen
Ross." "The fact that it took so long
for her to get in that position makes
me mad about the movies she could
have been making had Hollywood
come to Its senses, or luck had gone
in different ways.
"But when you think about it,"
he continues, "in 90 percent of
Hollywood movies, the lead is male.
And 99 percent are white. And she
doesn't fit those categories. So for
her to get In a position of first billing with Bruce Willis, I can imagine
the sort of perseverance she must
have ... And she doesn't wear it at
all. There's none of the 'I deserve
this because I worked so hard' stuff.
She's ambitious in the best sort or
way."
Although Berry, at 40, is one of
the few stars out there who doesn't
want to direct, her ambition has
led her to take control of the films
she appears in and ones she's interested in seeing, even if there isn't
a part for her. Under her production company banner, Bellah Films
"Halle B backwards," she explains
Berry is developing "Iulia," based
on the real-life events surrounding
the wrongful arrest of 46 blacks in
a Texas drug sting; "Class Act," another based-on-a-true-story, about
Tierney Cahill, the Nevada schoolteacher whose sixth-grade students
helped her run for Congress, and
"Nefertiti," a big-budget epic about
the 14th-century B.C. Egyptian
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queen. (Her "Monster's Ball" dlrector" Marc Forster, will steer her
through that one.)
Berry's also overseeing a project
for singer Alicia Keyes and a TV series for Lifetime, called "Mixed."
Although she won't appear in the
latter, it's a subject rooted in her
own experience.
"It's. about growing up mixedrace," she says. "I think it's timely
right now. We're all sort of becomIng more tolerant of each other. It
feels like with this new generation,
they're not having some of the issues that I know I had when I grew
up, and that my parents had."
Berry raised
in suburban
Cleveland by her mother, a psychiatric nurse says her own ethnicity
wasn't an issue until she reached
school. "When you grow up in that
(multiethnic) environment, you
see the world differently. Being a
mixed-race child, I didn't always
see color in people, I really didn't. It
was other people that made me see
the color all the time. But, left to my
own devices, I grew up very much
color-blind. Then I got old enough
for other kids to start contaminating the way I thought."
Berry's experience with racism in
schools, in jobs, in Hollywood has
prepared her, she says, for another
Ism: ageism. Berry's at a point in her
life where studio execs start looking
elsewhere as in younger for their
talent. Even with an Oscar, some
parts might be harder to come by in
future years.
"Istarted in this business 20years
ago, and I've always had to struggle,
being awoman ofcolor,"she says. "So
the fact that I might have to do that
because I'm getting older will feellike
normalcy to me ... I will continue on
as I've been forthe first 20years ofmy
career, fighting to get a good part for
a woman like me.
" ... I know what that fight is all
about, and it doesn't scare me at all."
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BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant

Hot Fuzz

Fracture
. Anthony Hopkins plays Ted
Crawford, a man who discovers his
wife is having an affair and murders
her in a fit ofrage. Hot-shot District
Attorney Willy Beachum (Ryan
Gosling) puts Crawford in jail, but
not for long. An error in the trial sets
Crawford free and Beachum finds
himself caught up in the chase to
put Crawford behind bars again.
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Top London Cop Nicholas Angel
(Simon Pegg) gets sent out to a
crime-lacking village in the countryside. There, he teams up with
Daniel Butterman (Nick Frost),"a
local police officer with an obsession for action flicks. Initially, he
believes Angel will bring a little bit
of the excitement and adventure
he sees in the movies to the small
town. While Angel at first brushes
him aside, he eventually gives in to
rural life and works with Butterman
to solve a series of horrific crimes.

In the Land of Women
Adam Brody, ~me of the former
stars of "The O.C.,. plays Carter
Webb, a Los Angeles television
show writer who moves back to his
hometown in Michigan after his

Culture

Editor

girlfriend breaks up with him. He
gets acquainted, with his three female neighbors: Sarah (Meg Ryan)
and her daughters Lucy (Kristen
Stewart) and Paige (Makenzie
Vega).Ashe becomes close to them,
Webb helps them with their personal Issues and eventually recovers from.his own pain.

Vacancy
Kate Beckinsale and Luke Wilson
play a young married couple on a
road trip forced to check into a seedy
motel after their car breaks down.
They find an old videotape of a murder and realize it took place in their
own room. They then discover the
motel staff placed video cameras everywhere, making it impossible for
them to escape their own murders,
However, they still try to outsmart
the staff and escape their grisly plot.

SPORT
[SIDE
LINES]
Humanitarian Hall of
Fame announces new
executive director
Effective May I, 2007, Kevin
McDonald will be the new executive director for the Humanitarian
Bowl. Milford Terrell, chairman of
the Humanitarian Bowl, made the
announcement today (April 17th).
McDonald replaces Gary Beck
as executive director of the annual
post-season football game, which
rs played at Bronco Stadium on the
campus of Boise State University.
This year's bowl game, which will be
broadcast on ESPN2 HD, is scheduled for Dec. 31 (Monday)with Kickoffset at noon (MT)
McDonald has spent the past two
years at a private investment enterprise. Prior to that he worked for 17
years at KBCI-TVin Boise, the last
seven as the general sales manager.
In 19,85he served as an account executive for Idaho Outdoor Advertising
(,lOW Lamar Outdoor) and began his
career in sales with the Sweetheart
Cup Co. as the southern Idaho territory manager.
A 1981 graduate of Boise State
University with a degree in marketing, Mclronald played for the
Bronco football team from 1976 to
1980,and was a member of the team
that won the 1980NCAADivision 1AANational Championship.

Stampede eyes national
television slot
The-Idaho Stampede, of the NBA
Development League, announced
that its home playoff game during
the 2007 Championships on Friday,
April 20, will be televised live on
NBATV. It will be the first-ever live
national broadcast of a Stampede
game at home in Qwest Arena.
The Stampede earned a first
round bye in the post-season bywinning the Western Division and will
play the winner of the first round
match up on Wednesday between
the Albuquerque Thunderbirds and
Colorado l4ers.
The 2007 NBA D-League semifinal game will also be a "Red Out"
Night, meaning that all fans are encouraged to wear red to support the
team. Five-hundred red Stampede
T-shirts will be given to the first 500
fans through the gate. In addition,
2,000 thunderstixwill be distributed
to fans, courtesy of Delta Air Lines.
For individual playoff tickets call
the Qwest Arena box office at (208)
331-TIXS(8497) or visit idahostampede.com. Season ticket holders and
group leaders can call the Stampede
front office at (208) 388-4667 for
more information.
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Ie ) s sma photos) IS In hIS second season playing tennis at Boise State with his older brother Luke
(large photo, The two have teamed up at BSU to play the No.1 and No, 2 positions for the BronCOS.
BY AUDREY

Sports Writer

Gymnastics season
concludes
f

h
An amazing streak came to anend
or t e Boise
State University
gymnastics
team April
14 at the NCAA

three
Broncos put
up valiant efforts
est Regional
Championships,
and
W
in what would be the final meet of
the 2007 season.
For the first time in 20 years the
Broncos did not compete as a team.
at the regional meet, ending the
longest such streak in the Western
Athletic Conference.
However, the regional championships was not sans Bronco. Senior
Kristin Aldrich and freshmen Yvette
Leizorek
DeAvera
Todd represented theand
squad
as individual
competitors,
In what would be the final score
of her career, Aldrich posted a 9.25
on beam, finishing 33rd. During her
four-year career at Boise State, the
Vancouver, British Columbia, native
earned NACGC/W All-American
Scholar Athlete accolades. She Was
twice named to the conference allacademic team and captured the
Western Gymnastics Conference
beam title in 2005. Her six career
wins on beam leave her tied forsixth
on the Bronco all-tlme list.
Todd, tho Bronco only .Uaround competitor this season, put
up .38.45" her first-ever trip to the
regional championships to finish
16th. A native of Atlanta, Ga., Todd's
vault score of9.825 placed her in a tie
for llth atthe meet. It was the thirdhighest vault score by a Bronco at
the regional championships in
school history. She also posted a 9.7
on beam (T·20th), a 9.625onf!oor (T31st)and a 9.3 on bars (40th).
,Todd recorded six wins on vault
this year, a mark that Is tied for
tblo1-""'"
in ••
son at Boise State.
,In addition, she won twice on bars
andance on beam.
Also makIng her first ,trip to the
...glooat clwnpin",bip"
recorded a 9.7 on bars to finish tied
for 29th.
.,
A resi~e~t of Palm ~pnngs, .Calif.,
Leizoreksmau~alseasonWlththe
. Bro~c:o~w~ ~gIlt~~
by three
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court.
Taylor: When did you start pIaying tennis and whyl
Luke: I started playing when I was
eight years old. Mydad got us into it.
My oldest brother, Rory,got us going
an t en we just played almost evd h
ery day after that.
Clancy: I started playing when I

ported each other. We are each
other's No. 1 fan. When one of us
is struggling, the other hurts and
when one of us is doing well the other is rejoicing.
An example is when my brother
won the Orange Bowl, which is the
tnggest tournament in the world.
I was the 'happiest person and so

1.'

proud of my brother,
'
Clancy: I'm 'Luke's No.1 fan. I
would do anything for Luke and I'm
sure he would do the same. I came
to Boise State University because of
Luke. No other reason. We also talk
about our success this year being in
part because of each other. Usually
Not every man can say he has
because we play. one and two, we
I d
t
' h hi ibli
d
play next to each other and we feed
best
However,'
and
offof each other's energy so well "that
p ayefriend,
on a earn
WIt for
IS S\Luke
109an
CIancy _ShiieIdstath 's exactly how the
.
h es.'
we WInmate
scenario played out.
Nothingflres you up more than
The Shields brothers play for the
when your best friend and brother
Boise State men's tennis team. Luke
tells you he needs you and let's win
is a junior and Clancy is a sophotogether.
more. The two have already meant
Taylor: Does tennIs ever get In
so much to the BSUprogram, Bronco
the way of your relationship toHead Coach GregPatton is more than
ward each otherl Ifso, does it help
happy to praise the duo.
the relatlonshlp or hurUtl
"TIie brothers have an unbelievLuke: Both. In some ways tennis
able relationship," Patton said. "They
has affected our relationship. Most
are polar p it b t th
of all, though, it has made us clos, very close,
some
have
er. Tennis has forced us to be, best
opInosi
es, ways,
u eythey
are very,
'I'
h
fri d
tee mgs t at are otherworldly _ like
.en s because we are around each
WMtI'" twi... 'Ihey are very open
other all tho tim e.'W. "",.100 1"0
about how much they care and love
R.V.for two. years"together playing
each other, During matches, they
",,01, Obviously that hod.
imwill be fighting their butts off and
pact on our relationship. itrust my'
still know everything going on in
Taylor: Are you two competitive
brother more than anyone and I'm
their brother's court."
wIth each other, since whenl
.
closer to him tIlan anyone.
1\vo weeks ago the BSU men's
Luke: We have been competiClancy: All of the above. It has
tennis team played Brigham tive with each other since I could
held each· of us back maybe from
Young University at the Appleton remember. My parents said that we our potential because our par.
Tennis Complex.
used to fight when we were two and
ents, wanted to keep us together
At the end ofa match Luke won, four years old. When we play tennis
Instead of separating us' and do~
he was in a hurry to leave the'rcourt.' 0 any 0th er spo rt' we are very coming what was individually best for
.
h kh d
. h
'petitive
and want to b t th
b
He s 00 an, s with is opponent,
.
ea
e crap us, ut the closeness that we have
gntbbod b10b., "'" """"'d • low 001
otbo,.
•
• 'ho .... ,.. , "'mg tn tho world.
people for congratulating hjffi but
' Claney:We've been competitive
And tennis has played a big P,;lrt, in
clearly had somewhere he wanted
with each' other ever since we were our closeness.
'
'
to be.
bom.lrememberwhen we were fOllr
Taylor: Do you Ilke belng:qD the
Moments later, at the other side of and six, we were digging holes Intile same teamt
',tip

big

or-

thot""'" '"""" he eoold b. _"""",",.wI

""'" dna""""',,,

eyesgluedtothecourt,cheerlngforWs
I took my shovel and hit him on the
b!Other CJaney.
head:He had to getnine stitches and
For the Shields brothers Itseemsto
he still has the mark on his eyebrow.
be a remarkable opportunity. Luke
I was pniyfuuryears old thcu; think
and Clancy set aside some time re- abouthowitisnow..
to ItttIiwIoat!y """" a....
_
.-c;..~~bo"
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ter him like a teammate would and
he doesn't like that. I will say what's
on my mind and that can get me in
trouble sometimes. Overall, Luke is
an awesome teammate - b est -you
could ever ask 'or.
11

was six years old, and it was because
everyone else in my family was doing it.
Taylor: Did you ever play any
other sportsl
Luke: I played basketball and
football in middle school. I would
have liked to continue playing for a
while but had to choose tennis.
Clancy: I love every sport. I used
to p I"aytoot b a II in mid d Ieschool and
1 always beat Luke in one-on-one
basketball games. I10ve every sport
though.

ogI..... .

Lol....

TAYLOR

L"""

".fun. WhM"" .... 00tho

Taylor: You don't play doubles
now, but did you everl And, if so,
would you consider doing it againl
Luke: We have played in the past
and had a lot of success. We won a
couple national tourneys. However,
we do fight a lot on the court. We will
play together next year for my senior
year.
Clancy: We used to piay doubles
all the time, but when I came to'
college Luke was number four in
the country with his partner so the
coach es didn't split them up. I hope
we get the opportunity to play togethe
Taylor: So is it a good match-up
when the tWo of you play against
each otherl Who'winsl
Luke: We have probably played
2,000 matches and I would say
Clancy has won 15. So you can
do the math. I pretty much
own my bro.
CIaney: I h ave never b'eaten Luke
in a match, but this \'sdue to tile 'act

""'0.

J'

By the time his career is over he
will probably be the greatest infielder of all time. He will likely
break Hank Aaron or Barry Bonds'
all-time home run record. He has
already set the level for being the
highest-paid professional baseball
player, yet the New York Yankees
shun him.
I'm talking about Alex Rodriguez.
What in the world does this guy
have to accomplish to finally get the
respect he deserves? All he's done
since becoming a Yankee is slug'
more than 35 homers a year, score
more than 110runs per year and win
a most valuable player award. Not
to mention the fact that he's been
forced to play third base, a posItion
he'd rather not be playing, just so
Yankee poster boy Derek Jeter can
stay in the East Coast spotlight.
After the man was constantly harassed all off-season long about his
friendship (or lack thereof] with
Jeter, Rodriguez grew closer and
Closer to what seemed like a sure
departure from New York. There
were talks of him getting moved
to another team, but when it came
down to it, New York couldn't let
him go. And why would they? He's
only the greatest shortstop in the
history of America's greatest pasttime and he just happens to be playing third base.
This is a guy who was the first
overall draft pick in the 1993 Major
League Baseball Draft. In his first
full season as a pro the guy hit a
ridiculous .358 with 36 bombs and
123 runs batted in. He was only 21
years old at the time and finished
second in the race for American
League MVP. Obviously the kid
was estme for.greatness. He had
d . d
a gre a.t h orne m
. Seatt Ie. Th e tans
'
loved him and the Mariners were

where everyone
appreciate
him?
'
I'~ sure Rodriguez's stats are just
as good as MilWaukee's entire ros-
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court playing next to each other It is' the embarrassment, . bu, every- Speaking of stats, did anyone notice
motivational because we feed off of one knows I'm thebetter player. that A-Rodis o~to one t!f~ l!9t,test
each other's energy. Itmakes it easl- Anyplace, anytime and put some
starts Inrecent baseball hiStOM In
erto fight because we wantto win so money on the line, I would beat 'l1game8theguyhaShit~~
badly for each other.
Luke nine out !If10 times. Luke's a ers, driven in ,18IUDS an
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everyone if I beat him. When Luke
beat my middle brother for the first
time, my middle brother beat him
when they got home.

-

,'1

the face of the Northwest. But his
career took on a new shape in 2001
when, the Mariner players decided to pull Ii "Beatles" on everyone
and split up. Ken Griffey Ir., Randy
Johnson and A-Rod all landed spots
on different rosters, with Rodriguez
winding up in Texas with the divisional rivals the Texas Rangers. Not
only that, but he signed a contract
,ror $252 million, which only added
t 0 th e fire, Wh en Rodri
0 nguez came
back to Seattle for the first time as
a Ranger Mariner fans rained the,
field with fake dollar bills, booed
him into a new dimension and held
up signs that said "Pay-Rod" (and
probably a few others).
Thingsgot worse for him when he
gotto New York.Every time the guy
strikes out or makes a throwing error, Yankee fans make him feel like
he's the worst player ever. Imagine
b eing expected to take a seat behind
J t
t
h
'11b
d
e er, ye some ow stt e expecte
to both. moot amazing player N~
Yorkhas ever had.
In • '=ibl' ,Itn.llon. tI h.
hits a home run or makes a great
play, fans will say, "Hey,if he's making that kind of money, he better be
making plays like that."
But ifhe strikes out with two men
on base or can't run down a foul
ball, the left field line fans rip him
a new one. I hope for.his sake that
sometime
. soon t h e Yank ees Iet him
'
d h fi d'
h'
.H
go an
ems
a new ome. ow
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TH·E··END
IS HERE
. [OF

BITTER. BURNT CO'F:FEE ]

Drink Lucy's Coffee & Espresso, It Is DELIQUIDOUS.

ilUJCPS CDP...

e

8 88P'USD

1079 Broadway by Newt &Harrold's
Ask about our Siudent (20% OFF) Happy Hour

I HAVE OVERCOME
PROCRASTINATION,
I will work with you to teach you, on-site,
how to overcome this habit!
Stress, anxiety, guilt and cramming will
become things of the past within 2-3,
25-minute sessions; I work on-site with
you.
No charge forthe initial interview. Ongoing help. Call- Jake, at 850-1845
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Boise burns for arena football debut
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer

The Fiesta Bowl Champion Boise
State Broncos are no longer the only
football team in town-Per now the
Broncos will move aside to make
room for the Arena Football Two
League's newest expansion team the Boise Burn.
On Saturday night the Burn
will debut in its home opener
at Quest Arena against the 0-2
Everett Hawks.
.
"We are excited to be here in Boise
and we hope our style of play will be
exciting and entertaining," Boise
Burn Head Coach Lee Leslie said.
"We've been waiting so long for this
and we're glad it's finally here."·
In June of 2006 the AFL2 announced that Boise would compete
in the 30-team league. Leslie was
chosen as the Burn's head coach
that ;ame month and brings nearly
four decades of both playing and
coaching experience to the table.
"We believe we can compete for a
league championship right away,"
Leslie said. "We have a core of players here who .have our team off to

about any position Marks wl1\ be in.an excellent start and we're excited
valuable to the Burn. Mails ranks
about that."
eighth all-time in rushing at Boise
As for the Burn's roster, look no
State with 1,865 yards and led the
farther than the Boise State record
books .' Last October former BSU team in all-purpose yards in both
the 2004 and 2005 seasons.
quarterback Bart Hendricks and
"Lee's a special player and we
wide receiver Lee Marks signed on
to play for the league's newest ex- know that he will be an important
part of our offense this season,"
pansion team.
Hendricks is a former All-Big Leslie said. "He was versatile and
West two time Offensive MVP (1999 talented at Boise State and that is
one big reason we wanted him here
& 2000) and holds the record for
most touchdown passes (35) in a with us so much."
The Burn is loaded with talent.
season. He was also the highest
Linebacker Levi Madarieta helped
rated QB in the country his senior
lead the NIFL Tri City Fever to
season at Boise State. Hendricks
in 2005
spent the 2002 season playing for a league championship
the Frankfurt Galaxy in the NFL and most recently won theAF2
Championship last season with the
Europe league. Most recently he
Spokane Shock.
played for the Edmonton Eskimos
UHewill be a leader out there for
in the Canadian Football League.
us," Leslie said. "He brings a lot
"This is such a great opportunity
of championship
experience' and
to be back here in Boise:' Hendricks
attitude to the team and that's what
said. "We want to be league champions here and we plan to play like we need."
Madarleta will play alongside
it every night."
Brandon Hazenberg who' played
. Former Bronco Lee Marks is achis college ball at Linfield College,
customed to winning and he hopes
Hazenbergwas an all-purpose man
that will continue with the Burn.
having played wide receiver and
Marks was used as an all-purpose
cornerback. He also was valuable as
player at Boise State, but will be utia'punt and kick return man. He led
lized primarily as a wide receiver in
the Burn offense. Marks was part of the team in all-purpose yards from
2003-2005 with 110 yards per game
four Western Athletic Conference
in 33 games.
championship
teams in football
"These guys [Hazenberg and
and two WAC championships in .
Madarleta] playas if every down
track at Boise State.
matters and give it everything
"This is exciting and we can't wait
they've got," Leslie said. "They lead
for our home opener," Marks said"
by example and our guys respond
"We know that some of the best fans
to that."
.
in the world can be found in Boise,
Meanwhile, Leslie and the rest of
Idaho, and we look forward to playthe team look forward to their home
ing in front oftheni."
debut this weekend. Boise (1-1 overWith loads of experience at just

all) will return home Saturday night
to take on the Everett Hawks. Boise
got its season off to a hot start defeating Louisville 57-52 on opening
night. The win moved the Burn to
No.9 in the first AF2 ran kings.
Hendricks was impressive
in
the stunning win in front of nearly
10,000 fans. He completed 21-33
passes with four touchdowns, including the first in Burn history
to Marks. That touchdown helped
Marks earn the United States Army
Iron Man ofthe Game Award.
"That was a great experience,"
Marks said. "it was nice to get the
first win and even nicer that it was'
on the road."
The win was short-lived for
Boise. Last weekend after flight delays and travel complications the
Burn suffered a 65-38 drubbing
by the second ranked Quad City
Steamwheelers.
Boise was close
early on but could not close the deal
and remain undefeated.
Casey Allen was the lone bright
spot for 'Boise, catching nine passes
for 120 yards and three touchdowns.
On Saturday night Quest Arena will
be transformed and prepared for
the Burn's home debut.
The field will be different from
standard college and professional
fields. The indoor turf will stretch
85 feet wide and just 50 yards in
length, half of a standard size field.
"This game is slightly different,
but we're confident the people of
Boise will love it," Leslie said. "We
hope for a full house and some fans
ready to watch some great football."
The game will begin at 7 p.rn, at
Quest Arena.

Notable Broncos on roster: Six,
Game Infnrmatlen
Time: 7 p.m,
.Date: Saturday, Apr1l21
Opponentl Everett lIawks

Head Coach: Lee. LesUe
Season Record: 1-1
WI~s: at LoulsvUle 57-52

.

.Losses: at Quad City 65-38

;

Bart Hendricks - Quarterback - Played at Boise.State from 1996-2000
• Named All- Big West MVP twice
- Highest rated QB in the nation as
a senior

Cole Clasen
- Played at Boise State from 2004-2005
- Transferred from Oregon State 2004
- Finished 51h In receptions in 2005
- 20 for 297 yards

Lee Maries - Wide Receiver I
Defensive Back
- Played at Boise State from 2001-2005
-Wou4 WesternAthleticConfereuce
titles at BSU
-Eighth all-time in rushing yards at
BSU with 1,865

Jason Murray.
- Played at Boise State from 20022005'
- Recorded 20 catches for 270 yards
as a Bronco
- Won. four WAC championships at
BSU
.

Chris Christopher -Recelver"
.... 'Tyrone TUtogl
-Played at Boise State from 2003-2005
- Played at Boise State from 2002-2003
Ruled unable to play his senior sea-'
. Named Honorable Mention Alison by NCAA
WAC in 2003
-Iunior season had 13 catches for
- Started all 13 games at Guard for
197 yards
BSU in 2003

Men's golf 'Merritt's a, look
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor

Junior golfer Troy Merritt isn't
the only bright spot in the 2006-07
Boise State men's golf season.
He is, however, quickly becoming
the face of a very young BSU men's
golf team.
Merritt has become as much
of a go-to guy as you can get on a
golf team with no seniors left on the
roster.
':I knew it was going to be kind of
a rebuilding year," BSU Head Coach
Kevin Burton said about his young
team. "We lost a bunch of players
and had to bring on a bunch of new
caliber players. I think we did. I just
dedicated a lot of this year to get.ting a lot ofthose freshmen experience."
Freshman experience has certainly played a big part in the
Broncos' mediocre success thus
far, but it could be coach Burton's
secret weapon
come Western
Athletic Conference tournament
time. There are eight freshmen on
the BSU roster this spring, which
is extraordinary considering there
are only 11 total players in the
Bronco program.
"I really think we're peaking at

out the spring. Merritt has won
the right time," Burton said. "Some
of the younger kids ate getting a two tournaments this season and
finished in the .top five on five
little experience under their belt.
different occasions.
They're starting to play better conHe finished the District VII
sequently. It couldn't be at a better
shoot out last fall tied for first place
time than right now."
but failed to capture the top spot
BSU travels to the Brigham
in a playoff round. On March 20 he
Young
University
Invitational
won his first individual title as a
Friday, April 20 for the final regular
Bronco, recording the top score at
season tournament.
the Ron Moore Invitational in Palm
Ten days later the Broncos will
tee off in Reno, Nev. at the WAC Valley, Ariz.
As a team the Broncos have finChampionships
with the hopes
ished no higher than fifth place this
of qualifying for an NCAA West
spring and have finished as low as
Regional bid.
14th.
"We're peaking at the right time
At the Fresno State Lexus ciassic
and we've got nothing to lose,"
March 12-13 the Broncos finished
Burton said. "So let's just go in there
behind WAC opponents Nevada,
and tear it up and have fun."
Fresno State, Hawaii, New Mexico
The Broncos are currently ranked
No. 12 in the South West, District 7, " State and San Jose State .
With a little more than two weeks
Region according to "Golf Week"
to prepare forthe WACtournament,
and the WAC. Six teams in each disBurton hopes the cards will play to
trict will be selected by a coaches
committee to compete at the NCAA his favor next time around.
"I think every freshman, except
regional level. Since BSU will not be
the one red shirt, has gotten in over
heading to the regional tournament
three events [this season]," Burton
as an at-large bid, the Broncos will
said. "So they've each gotten their
need to win the WAC tournament
feet wet. They've found out what
and earn an automatic berth.
college golf is all about. They're
Burton expects Merritt to continue leading the way for BSU, starting to get acclimated and
they're more comfortable when
having been the catalyst in imthey tee it up out there now."
proving the young team through-
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RENT IT
HOMES

[
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HOUSE FOR RENT
4+2, 1258 sq. ft, close to
BSU, $12001 mo + $12001
dep + 1 year lease avail. 5/1
contact Barbara @
(818)321-9611

WORK IT

WORK IT

SELL IT ,
KING SIZE PlllOWTOP
MATIRESS
set brand new
in bag, list $750. Must sell
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.'

PAID INTERNSHIPS
ON
CAMPUS Are you organized
and, detail oriented? We are
looking for a coordinator who
can work in a fun but deadline

7-PIECE
CHERRY
Bedroom set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464
.

driven environment. Willing to
work around' class schedule,
Inquire at jobs@arbiteronline.
com.

CHERRY
SLEIGH
BED
solid wood. New-in-box. Value $799. sacrifice $195. Call
888-1464.
FUll
SIZE ORTHOPE·
DIC MATIRESS
Brand new
in package. warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.

I

BED-QUEEN
PillOW
TOP maltress set. Brand new,
still in plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must seil $119. Can dei1ver.921-6643.
QUEEN
TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mattress set. Brand new in plastic.
Retail $1599. Must seil $399.
888-1464

ELECTRONICS
DISCOUNT COMPUTERSTORE

~UMMER WORK

.

MODElS
1-

I

PAINTING

JOBS.
$9-10/hour + bonusesl NO EXP. NEC. Work
outside fuil time. Summer positioTis available. Cail 1-800327-2468.
www.collegepro.com.

PLANTATION
COUNTRY CLUB
Is looking for some early risers (5:30am) for FTI PT maintenance work. $81 hr starting
May 1. Golfing privileges and
discounted lunches are available. 208-853-4509.
BSU ADVENTURE
CAMP
INSTRUCTOR
Seeking
qualified and motivated camp
staff. Camp dates 6104-7120
Contact for more Info. (208)
426-566

OTHER
MENTAL
HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL
Fast growing
Mental Health Agency is looking for PSRICase Managers.
Must possess Social Work degree or degree in similar field.
17/hr up DOE. (208) 342-1222
(208) 342-1222

FULL AND PART
TIME
Sales Associate Positions
Up scale Adull Boutique currently seeking responsible, reliable and self motivated sales
associates.
Professional,
friendly atmosphere. Please
email resume.

RJM Computers ill Boise
Idaho's largest independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts and supplies. expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Overland Road in Boise. (208) 4722800. FREE Wireless Rouler
with any new Clearwire Wire- .
less Internet account. FREE
technical support. cail 472"
2800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.

I

brouKht to you

MJlhoHOI/finsan.lfl7lancti\JS(l(1alil ll

1-866-432-4066
Place an ad in the

Glassifieds

SELL IT
HOME/
FURNITURE
LEATHER
SOFA
PLUS
lOVES EAT. Brand new In
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
888-1464.
BRAND

NEW

Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrs/wk
Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.

'

PART-TIME

by
t

60t something
to sell?

We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.

I

Prequali(y todey et
Ja~!ll(;~'~"?/'<"!lr:l(~":"!}J'i) com
UI J~".i<:.,.JL~J'.l~i~I""'.

_

NEW
SPRING
PROJECTSI Actors, Extras, Models, Promotions and Converttions. Earn $75-$800 daily. No
experience or school needed.
208-433-9511

.

SUMMER

'Crossword

I_

$9/hr

.' '---------

PAID
MARKETING
INTERNSHIP
Responsible
for all marketing activities used
to promote special Issues.
sections and events for The
Arbiter Newspaper. Activities
Include creating In-house ads
for all events, posters, banners
and any other promotional
Items. Must me creative and
self-motivated. This Is a great
resume builder. Very flexible
schedule. about 15 hours
per week. Starting salary
$6.50 to $7.75 DOE. Apply'
at
jobs@arbiteronline.com

BRONCOSNEEDJOBS. COM

to start

.658-4888

~.-

career:
center
,

.•

On-and offcampus lobs
..and Intei1l;Shlps
,,for cumtnt'and •
graduaUng
students

Paid Survey Takers Needed
in Boise. 100% FREE to Joinl
Click on Surveys.

::§:::mllllll

NOW

HIRING
Marketing Director

Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

6 Boring tool
7 Singer Colter
8 Serious situation
9 Went quickly
10 Yucky
11 Tight perm
12 Actress Marisa
13 Sty noise
18 Gallivant
22 Say cheese!
23 Flynn of films
24 Build up
26 Waste pipe
29 In reserve
31 More peculiar
33 Tax evaluators
34 Truth, to
Shakespeare
35 Traveler's stop
37 Sounds from a
sty
38 Open. in a way
39 Showy flower
47 Dismissal
48 _ Clayton
Powell, Jr.
49 Legend maker
50 Twangy

Solutions
1--1---1--1--

1
l:::I

3 V'l A

o

VII I >l
N 0 l:l 8
S 1 8

I

51 Current vogue
53 Cuts and
splices
54 Tighten a
brogue
55 Choose by
ballot

58 Knife blade
60 Little puppy
barks
63 Use a phaser
64 December 24th
or 31st
65 Use a Singer

Sales Associate
Graphic Designer
Managing Editor

"

Checkout

.
. visit
arbiteronline.com

DOWN
1 Neighbor of
Wash.
2 Mongrel
3 Lyrical poem
4 Orderly
5 Gardener's
green digit

4/19/07

© 2007 Tribune

Ad Coordinator

MICROFI-

BER COUCH
& loveseat.
Stain
Resistant.j
Lifetime
warranty.t Still In boxes.t Retail $1395. Must selll $499·t
888-1464.

ACROSS
1 PC graphic
5
Mahal
8 Decrees
14 City slicker
15 Coloration
16 Diacritical mark
17 Small carpets
19 _ Pie (frozen
treat)
20 Weighty books
21 Greeting card
poet
22 Black or Red
25 Shorten, as text
27 Cavity
28 T. Garr movie
30 Ferform a task
again
32 Persia, today
33 Man from Manila
36 Fasten, as
buttons
40 Among the
missing
41 Part of SST
42 Have supper
43 Lanchester or
Maxwell
44 Rollins of jazz
45 Autornaker
Ferrari
46 Baudelaire or
Frost
48 "Catch-22" star
49 Wee crawler
52 Seated patrons
56 Mata Hari, e.g.
57 Affectionate
touch
59 Hold up
61 Familiar with
62 Lists
66 New York skater
67 Twitch
68 Lay asphalt
69 .Birch relatives
70 Matched
collection
71 Pour out

Apply at
jobs@arbiteronline.com

COMICS
E

I"\Y SOUL-O-I"\ETER
IS PICKING UP A
RElNCARNA TED SOUL.
IT LOOKS LIKE YOU
HAVE HAD SEVERAL
PREVIOUS LIVES.

~

I'LL CAUTERIZE YOUR

@

HEAD 50 YOUR SOUL
5TAY5IN
YOUR DEAD
BODY NEXT TlI"\E.

THIS PRODUCT WILL
LEI\PFROG THE iPOD
I\ND PROVIDE PLEASURE
TO ALL FIVE OF YOUR
SENSES.

~

~
~

i

BECAUSE
1 CAN.

I
~

E

The Boise Old Spaghetti
Factory is seeking upbeat,
energetic individuals to
join our team. If you ....

H!'
~
~

THE USER CI\N DOWN@ LOAD PICTURES, SI"\ELLS,
~ TI\STES, I\ND CELEBRITY
~
TICKLING PATTERNS.

e.

I

THE TEST GROUP
PREFERREDIT OVER
EATlNG. THEY'RE
ALL DEAD.

~
IT HI\STHE
COOLNESS
( FACTOR.

)

....--'Are reliable, responsible,
and hard working
....--'Need a flexible schedule
Now Accepting

--..;,;......---

Applications

~..;,;......---'----

A.pply in Person
Monday-Friday
10am-7pm
.223'N.6thStreet,
Suite #50
"
Boise,ID

."

Smile and_carry yourself
with a positive attitude
...then this is the place for
you!

FREE EMPLOYEE MEALS!

Positions available for:
....---'Hosts
....---'Bussers
~' Servers/Bar Staff
~'
Kitchen Staff
~
Maintenance/Office

Today's Birthday (04.19-07)
Your first passion this year is to
make lots of money. Your second is
education. Keep the latter in mind
while you're doing the former, it's
good inspiration.
To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.

•

Staff

THE ARBITER

arbiteYQnlio_e"iJ
.
. .

fi1

In Print Mondays & Thursdays

Online 24/7

HOROSCOPES

ArIes (March 21-AprllI9)
Today is an 8· Don't wait for
somebodyelse to figure out what
your next move should be. Start
your investigation as soon as you
can. You're in for some surprises.
Taurus (Aprll2O-May 20)
Today is a 7 - Introduce a practical
point of view to the conversation.
The others are getting excited about
an unlikely supposition.

BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services

Cancer (June 22.Ju}y22)
Today is an 8 - Follow through
with promises made. Tidy up loose
ends. Wrap it.up neatly before the
weekend, ifat all possible. You can
relax later.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Your relationship
with a talkative person is good for
both of you. Some others may think
you're arguing, but you're actually
teaching each other.

Leo (July 2i-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - The best way to
increase your earning potential is
to show you can handle money.
Provide a plan for funding; Don't
side with unrealistic dreamers.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-,an. 19)
Today is a 7 - It makes a big
difference how much effort you put
in. Luckily, you're getting into the
mood to get the job done.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 -It should be relatively
easy for you to follow the money.
You already know where most of it
is. This puts you in a good position.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
'roday is a 7 - listen very carefully;
it's pointless to argue. Besides, if
. yoU real,ly get what's being said, the
mh~guy may change his mind.

Gendnl(May21-June
21)
Todayisa 7 .:Bynowyilu should
be starting to see which'wrectian
you wamto go. By later today or
ScOrpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21).
..
tomorrow,y(nlll be sure, Then you
Today is 'J~
After initial difficultieS,'
.can add the course correction.·
'~at1ew'challenge
isenc<iunteied.
.• :SJ1~lOuhave3e,lf.:dlsCipliii'eby.

a

;f~gmon;~YoU:Sllen~.·";

,

AquariUS (Jan; 2O-Feb. 18) ,
Today is a 5 • Share your concerns,
including the nebulous ones.with.
your next of kin. A person who loves
you can help you sort through the
spin and find the truth.
Pisces (Feb.19.March2O)
,
Todayis a 7 -A difficult workplace
situation is about tofade away
Without any more Input or ~ny ..
, from you. Letithappen, don't
,argue.
. ,
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· 175I&5I1II-14
18S/&511R·14
18l1/&511R·14
2151&1iH11·14
185/lIIl1fto15
''''''·'5
2lI5/IlIIIII·15
21&/681111-15__
171Jl1l11Ro13 .'
111&1Bl1H1l·13
18l/iliiii·14
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·14
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•14
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18:

3~.13
42.05
46.19
50.24
46.83
47.14
52.80
56.70
35.15
;45.15
41.32
45.78
48.78
47.11

51.90

SUlI
89.08

5i-43
68.48

6D.45
1l15/55VR·15
63.41
2115/55VR·16
70.61
205/S5VR·1B
225/&&YII-18 . 71.57
57.32
1115/8OYR-15
61.33
2OlWlMI·1&
64.16
1115/5OY1I-18
70.65
20&/5OY1I-18
22&1511Y11-15 73.115
99.14
~·17
128.72
2&&/IllMI-17
84.59
2lI&I45Y1I-18
87.68
2lI&I45YR-17
93.70
21&/45Y1I-17
117.67
22lII4&VR·17
101.10
23!145YR-17
107.21
141145YR-17
14&.&1
24514&211-1B
67.54
2GII4IJVRo18

215/4OZR·18
205148VJl.17
215/4OVR·17
235I4OVR·17
245I4OVR·17
Z&5/4OVR·17
21&/4OZR·18
22&/4OZR·18
235/4OZR-18
245I4OZR·18
215135ZR-18
225/35ZM8
21&135ZR·18
2S&I35ZII·18
22&/35111-18 .

79.55
78.55
90.90
100.113
97.79
114.64
118.41
110.DB
127.75
140.24
119.98
131.73
174.10
193.92
181.78

Z4SIHZII-1.

210.18
157.75

D5/35ZII·lIn 207.30

24III&ZII·20
ZlII/I&ZI·20

151.34

